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Starting in July 2024, with the release of RutOS 7.08 firmware, TRB500 routers will have their USB Vendor ID
(VID) and Product ID (PID) updated.

PCN Number: PCN_TRB500_VID:PID_2024_06_21_EN

Change description

Change type Software change

Detailed description

This change involves updating the device's identification and product details.

From:
VID - 0525
PID - A4A2
Product: RNDIS/Ethernet Gadget
Manufacturer: Linux 4.14.336 with dwc3-gadget
To:
VID -1D12
PID - 0003
Product: TRB500
Manufacturer: Teltonika Networks

Change reasons
The current identifier is a generic Linux VID/PID, and we are changing it to our
proprietary "Teltonika" VID/PID.

Affected products information

Model Affected order codes Order code changes

TRB500 TRB500 ***** No changes

Upcoming change
date

2024 July

Change impact

Risk assessment

If your use case involves the utilization of USB VID/PID, it is important
to note that these identifiers will change after a RutOS 7.08 firmware
update. Therefore, if you are using the VID/PID in a specific manner,
adjustments will need to be made to accommodate this change.
However, if you have not customized or hardcoded any processes
related to the VID/PID, this change should not have any impact.

Suggested implementation plan
Information included in this PCN will help adapt to the upcoming
changes. For more detailed information, please contact your sales
representative.
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Acknowledgement of PCN receipt

If no feedback is received within two weeks after the issue date of this notification - Teltonika may accept
that this change has been tacitly accepted and can implement the change as indicated above.


